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Abstract

Background ‘No evidence of disease activity’ (NEDA), a

composite measure of clinical and magnetic resonance

imaging outcomes, provides a comprehensive assessment

of disease activity, but is not extensively reported in clin-

ical practice. NEDA-3 is defined as patients with no new/

enlarged T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions, no relapses,

and no disability progression (according to Expanded

Disability Status Scale scores). NEDA-4 comprises the

components of NEDA-3 and a fourth criterion of B 0.4%

annualized brain volume loss.

Objective The objective of this study was to assess NEDA

status among patients with relapsing-remitting multiple

sclerosis receiving fingolimod in clinical practice.

Methods Clinical and magnetic resonance imaging data

were retrospectively collected from 590 patients who ini-

tiated fingolimod at 33 multiple sclerosis centers in the

USA. Patients were required to have a magnetic resonance

imaging scan in the 6 months before or 1 month after

fingolimod initiation (index period) and in the

9–24 months after fingolimod initiation (post-index per-

iod). Magnetic resonance imaging data were systematically

quantified at a centralized reading facility. The proportions

of patients with NEDA-3 or NEDA-4 status during fin-

golimod treatment were assessed.

Results During the follow-up period (median: 16 months),

data to assess NEDA-3 and NEDA-4 were available for

586 and 325 patients, respectively. In the post-index per-

iod, 58.7% of patients achieved NEDA-3 status (no

relapses, 85.2%; no new/enlarged T2/gadolinium-enhanc-

ing lesions, 76.3%; no disability progression, 87.9%) and

37.2% achieved NEDA-4 status (no relapses, 86.5%; no

new/enlarged T2/gadolinium-enhancing lesions, 78.8%; no

disability progression, 91.1%; brain volume loss B 0.4,

58.2%).

Conclusion Among patients receiving fingolimod, over

half achieved NEDA-3 status and over one-third achieved

NEDA-4 status.
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Key Points

During 16 months of treatment with fingolimod,

59% of patients had no evidence of disease activity

as defined by no relapses, no disability progression,

and no active brain lesions on follow-up magnetic

resonance imaging scans.

Approximately 37% of patients had no evidence of

disease activity during fingolimod treatment when

including the criterion of annualized brain volume

loss B 0.4% in the definition.

This study highlights the feasibility of using a

systematic and consistent methodology in evaluating

the proportion of patients who achieve no evidence

of disease activity in routine clinical practice;

individuals who achieve no evidence of disease

activity status may have better long-term outcomes

than those who do not.

1 Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic autoimmune disease of

the central nervous system. Most patients present with

relapsing-remitting MS, which is characterized by acute

attacks of neurological dysfunction (relapses) followed by

periods of complete or partial recovery [1]. Patients with MS

require long-term treatment with disease-modifying thera-

pies (DMTs) that can prevent relapses, slow disability, and

target both the focal inflammatory and neurodegenerative

aspects of MS to delay progression to irreversible disability

[2]. Fingolimod (Gilenya�; Novartis Pharma AG, Basel,

Switzerland), a sphingosine-1 phosphate receptor modula-

tor, was the first oral therapy to be approved for the treatment

of patients with relapsing MS. In three pivotal, phase III

randomized controlled trials (RCTs), fingolimod improved

clinical and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) outcomes

vs. placebo or intramuscular interferon-b-1a (Avonex�;

Biogen Idec, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA) [3–5].

Combined disease status assessments are increasingly

being used to evaluate the overall impact of DMTs as a

comprehensive alternative to measuring relapses, disabil-

ity, and MRI outcomes in isolation [6]. Patients achieving

freedom from clinical and MRI disease activity are said to

have achieved ‘no evidence of disease activity’ (NEDA)

and can be defined as those fulfilling the following three

criteria: (1) no relapses, (2) no new/enlarged T2 or

gadolinium-enhancing (Gd?) T1 lesions, and (3) no dis-

ability progression; this has been termed NEDA-3 [7, 8].

While NEDA-3 provides a stringent assessment of the

initial focal inflammatory disease activity, the diffuse

damage and neurodegenerative processes that characterize

the complex underlying pathology of MS may be inade-

quately captured by these three criteria [6]. Therefore, an

addition to NEDA-3 of a fourth criterion of no brain vol-

ume loss (BVL) has been suggested (NEDA-4) as an out-

come that may provide a more comprehensive evaluation

of disease activity [6, 8]. Notably, in a recent post-hoc

analysis of pooled data from placebo-controlled RCTs of

fingolimod, patients receiving fingolimod were four times

more likely to achieve NEDA-3 or NEDA-4 status than

those receiving placebo [6].

Randomized controlled trials assess treatment efficacy

in a carefully selected group of patients using a protocol-

driven approach [9–11]. However, data generated accord-

ing to rigorous experimental protocols in the selected

patient population of RCTs may be difficult to extrapolate

to patients in a real-world setting [9–11]. For example,

unlike in clinical practice, outcomes in RCTs are assessed

at pre-specified time points and patients are assessed in a

standardized way for the duration of the trial. Furthermore,

the frequency of MRIs conducted in RCTs is higher than in

clinical practice. Robust real-world studies can, therefore,

complement data from RCTs by investigating outcomes in

a population of patients who are receiving treatment and

being monitored according to routine clinical practice

[9, 12, 13].

There is a growing body of real-world data demon-

strating the effectiveness of fingolimod on clinical and

MRI outcomes [14]. The number of real-world studies

assessing the effect of fingolimod on NEDA-3 is increas-

ing, although to the best of our knowledge no studies report

on NEDA-4 [14–16]. The challenges of assessing NEDA in

clinical practice include the lack of standardization when

collecting or quantifying MRI data, which can prevent

direct comparisons between centers [17] and can lead to

interrater variability when assessing lesions [18]. With

regard to NEDA-4, BVL is not routinely evaluated in

clinical practice and the MRI sequence most appropriate

for assessing BVL, three-dimensional (3D) T1-weighted

imaging, is not mandatory according to clinical guidelines

[17, 19, 20]. These challenges limit the availability of MRI

data for research purposes in clinical practice.

Of the real-world studies presenting data on NEDA-3 in

patients receiving fingolimod, few have investigated

cohorts identified from more than one center. In these

studies, 35–59% of patients achieved NEDA-3 status over

1–2 years of treatment [15, 16, 21, 22]. However, the

methodology for collecting and analyzing MRI data was

not always reported so it was not clear whether MRI out-

comes were assessed using a standardized methodology

[16]. Furthermore, few real-world studies have evaluated
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the impact of baseline disease activity on the proportion of

patients able to achieve NEDA status during fingolimod

treatment [23]. A need exists for robust real-world studies

that generate high-quality clinical and MRI data, including

for BVL, to assess the effectiveness of fingolimod with

regard to patients achieving NEDA-3 and NEDA-4 status.

The Multiple Sclerosis Clinical and Magnetic Reso-

nance Imaging Outcomes in the USA (MS-MRIUS) study

was designed to investigate outcomes, including BVL, in

patients receiving fingolimod in clinical practice [17, 24].

MS-MRIUS is novel in that it integrated MRI and clinical

data recorded by physicians as part of routine clinical

practice, and MRI outcomes collected from across partic-

ipating centers were systematically quantified at the Buf-

falo Neuroimaging Analysis Center, a centralized reading

facility.

In the present analysis using data from MS-MRIUS, we

aimed to assess the proportions of patients achieving

NEDA-3 and NEDA-4 status during treatment with fin-

golimod, and to evaluate the feasibility of measuring

NEDA in clinical practice. The impact of baseline disease

activity on the proportion of patients achieving NEDA

status was also evaluated.

2 Methods

2.1 Study Design

MS-MRIUS was a large, multi-center, observational lon-

gitudinal cohort study that retrospectively analyzed patient

data collected as part of routine clinical practice. Further

details of the design and conduct of the study have been

reported in Zivadinov et al. [17]. The study adhered to the

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and

internal review board directives regarding patient privacy

[17].

2.2 Patient Selection

All patients with relapsing-remitting MS in whom fin-

golimod treatment was initiated de novo were identified

between August 2014 and June 2016 from 33 MS centers

enrolled in MS-MRIUS across the USA. The date on which

patients received their first dose of fingolimod was the

index date. For study inclusion, patients were required to

be aged 18–65 years at the index date, to have received

fingolimod for at least 28 days, and to have available at

least 12 months of pre-index and post-index medical

chart data. Patients were also required to have an index

MRI scan (within 6 months before and 1 month after the

index date; the ‘index period’) and a post-index MRI scan

(9–24 months after the index date) meeting the minimum

quality criteria as detailed in Zivadinov et al. [17]. For the

patient to be included, MRI scans were required to have

been performed on 1.5 Tesla or 3 Tesla scanners and all

scans were required to have a two-dimensional (2D) or 3D

fluid attenuation inversion recovery sequence. For all eli-

gible scans, 2D or 3D T1-weighted image sequences were

collected.

Patients were excluded if they had participated in an

interventional trial during the study period, had other

neurological diseases affecting the central nervous system,

had a history of alcohol/substance abuse, or had previously

used fingolimod before initiating fingolimod in this study.

Patients were also excluded if they had previously used

natalizumab, owing to the fact that these patients often

have highly active disease with a different disease profile

from those who receive other DMTs (e.g., interferons/

glatiramer acetate). The exclusion of these patients thus

ensured a more homogeneous patient cohort. Patients

meeting the inclusion criteria and none of the exclusion

criteria made up the intention-to-treat (ITT) cohort.

2.3 Data Collection and Study Outcomes

Clinical data, as recorded by the treating physician, were

extracted from patient medical records and retrospectively

analyzed. Medical records for all patients who met the

eligibility criteria and had sufficient MRI data were

included. Relapses documented in the patient medical

records did not require definition by any pre-specified

criteria. Disability was assessed according to changes in

Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) scores, which

were estimated from neurological examination data in

patient medical records. Disability progression was defined

as an increase in the EDSS score between two time points

of C 1.5 points if the baseline EDSS score was 0.0, C 1.0

point if the baseline EDSS score was 1.5, and C 0.5 points

if the baseline EDSS score was [5.0. Increases in EDSS

scores were not required to be sustained for any period of

time for patients to be classified as having disability pro-

gression. For patients with data for more than nine visits

during the study period, information could be provided for

one visit per 6 months; more extensive visits and visits

closest to the scan dates were prioritized. Anonymized

MRI and clinical data were integrated into a single dataset

for analysis.

Magnetic resonance imaging scans were sent to the

Buffalo Neuroimaging Analysis Center for a blinded sys-

tematic quantitative analysis of changes in brain volume

and changes in the number of new/enlarged T2 and Gd?

lesions between the index and post-index periods. Brain

volume loss was measured from images acquired at two

different time points using Structural Image Evaluation,

using Normalization, of Atrophy (SIENA) of scans
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obtained using 3D T1-weighted sequences when available,

or via 2D T1-weighted sequences [17]. If multiple MRI

scans were available, the index scan was the one closest to

the index date and the post-index scan was the one furthest

from the index date while patients were still persistent with

fingolimod treatment in the post-index period.

Patients who achieved NEDA-3 or NEDA-4 status were

defined as follows.

• NEDA-3: patients who had (1) no relapses, (2) no

disability progression, and (3) no new/enlarged T2 or

Gd? lesions.

• NEDA-4: patients who achieved the components of

NEDA-3 in addition to the fourth criterion of no BVL

(annualized BVL B 0.4%).

Patients for whom Gd? lesions were not assessed in the

post-index period were assumed to have no Gd? lesions if

they had no new/enlarged T2 lesions.

NEDA-3 and NEDA-4 were also assessed in patients

who were stratified by the presence or absence of the fol-

lowing disease measures at baseline: one or more relapses

in the 1-year pre-index period, disability progression

between the pre-index and index period, or one or more

Gd? lesions at the index MRI scan or active disease (de-

fined as patients free from at least one of the following: one

or more relapses in the 1-year pre-index period, disability

progression between the pre-index and index period, or one

or more Gd? lesions at the index MRI scan).

2.4 Statistical Analyses

For continuous variables, data are presented as the number

of patients with valid/missing observations, mean, standard

deviation, median, 95% confidence interval, and minimum

and maximum values. For categorical variables, data are

presented as frequencies and related percentages per class

level. P values were calculated using the Pearson’s chi-

squared test. Missing data were not imputed.

3 Results

3.1 Study Population and Cohort Characteristics

Of 601 patients with MRI data, 590 were eligible for

inclusion in the ITT cohort. Reasons for exclusion are

summarized in Fig. 1. At the index date, patients in the ITT

cohort had a median age of 42.5 years, a median duration

of MS of 8 years, and over three-quarters (78.6%) were

female. In the 1-year pre-index period, 23.1% of patients

had received no DMTs and 70.5% had experienced no

relapses. The proportion of patients with EDSS score

progression between the pre-index to index period was

18.5% and the proportion of patients with Gd? lesions at

the index MRI scan was 21.5%. Baseline demographic and

disease characteristics are summarized in Table 1. Patients

were followed for a median of 16 months during which

time 85.8% of patients were persistent with fingolimod

treatment. The largest proportion of patients received fin-

golimod for[18 to B 24 months (39.8%; Table 2).

3.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging Sequences

Available

Brain volume loss could be evaluated only from MRI scans

collected via 2D or 3D T1-weighted sequences using

SIENA methodology. In the index period, 79.7 and 31.4%

of patients had MRI scans collected using 2D and 3D T1-

weighted sequences, respectively; in the post-index period,

the corresponding proportions of patients were 75.6 and

39.7%, respectively. Conversely, almost all patients had

MRI scans collected using fluid attenuation inversion

recovery sequences: 99.5 and 99.3% in the index and post-

index period, respectively (Table 3). T1 sequences with

gadolinium contrast were collected for 91.9% of patients in

the post-index period.

3.3 Proportion of Patients Achieving NEDA-3

Status

Of 586 patients for whom data were available to assess

NEDA-3, 85.2% had no relapses, 87.9% had no disability

progression, and 76.3% had no new/enlarged T2 or Gd?

lesions in the post-index period. In total, 58.7% of patients

(n = 344/586) achieved NEDA-3 status in the post-index

period (Fig. 2). Excluding Gd? lesions from the MRI

lesion criterion of NEDA-3 did not affect the proportion of

patients achieving NEDA-3 status [59.6%; Fig. 1 of the

Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM)].

When patients were stratified by baseline disease

activity, a similar proportion achieved NEDA-3 status at

follow-up irrespective of the absence or presence of

relapses (59.6 vs. 56.6%; Fig. 2a of the ESM) or disability

progression (58.7 vs. 58.1%; Fig. 2b of the ESM). How-

ever, a higher proportion achieved NEDA-3 status if they

had no Gd? lesions compared with those who had Gd?

lesions at baseline (61.8 vs. 47.5%; p = 0.0047; Fig. 2c of

the ESM) or were free from active disease at baseline

compared with those who had active disease (62.6 vs.

54.0%; p = 0.0342; Fig. 2d of the ESM).

3.4 Proportion of Patients Achieving NEDA-4

Status

Of 325 patients for whom data were available to assess

NEDA-4, 86.5% had no relapses, 91.1% had no disability
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Patients for whom MRI scans were received from BNAC
n = 601

Patients eligible for inclusion in the analysis
n = 595

Patients with scans eligible for analysis
n = 590

Patients with data available to assess NEDA-3
n = 586

Patients with data available to assess NEDA-4
n = 325

Patients excluded based on clinical
and demographic characteristics

n = 6

Patients excluded owing to ineligible scana

n = 5

Fig. 1 Attrition of the study

sample, by reason. aTo be

eligible for analysis, magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) scans

were required to have been

performed on 1.5 Tesla or

3 Tesla scanners, within the

allowed window, and to have

quality information available.

BNAC Buffalo Neuroimaging

Analysis Center, NEDA no

evidence of disease activity

Table 1 Baseline demographic

and disease characteristics of

individuals in the intention-to-

treat (ITT) cohort

Characteristic ITT cohort (n = 590)

Age at index date, years

Mean (SD) 42.5 (9.8)

Median (range) 42.0 (20–64)

Female, n (%) 464 (78.6)

Median duration of MS since diagnosis (range), years 8.0 (0–38)

DMTs in the 1-year pre-index period, n (%)

None 136 (23.1)

Alemtuzumab 1 (0.2)

Dimethyl fumarate 37 (6.3)

Glatiramer acetate 158 (26.8)

IFNb-1aa 223 (37.8)

IFNb-1bb 68 (11.5)

Natalizumab 0 (0.0)

Teriflunomide 5 (0.8)

No relapses in the 1-year pre-index period, n/N (%) 416/590 (70.5)

EDSS score progression between the pre-index to index period, n/N (%) 43/232 (18.5)

Gd? lesions at index, n/N (%) 120/558 (21.5)

MRI findings at index date, mean (SD)

T2 lesion volume, mL (n = 588) 8.7 (13.0)

T1 lesion volume, mL (n = 575) 1.7 (3.9)

Gd? lesion number (n = 558) 0.7 (2.9)

Gd? lesion volume, mL (n = 558) 0.1 (0.5)

Brain volumec, mL (n = 539) 1527.2 (97.6)

DMT disease-modifying therapy, EDSS expanded disability status scale, Gd? gadolinium-enhancing, IFNb
interferon-b, MRI magnetic resonance imaging, MS multiple sclerosis, SD standard deviation
aAvonex�, Rebif�, or Plegridy�

bBetaseron� or Extavia�

cBrain parenchyma volume was measured by SIENAX (cross-sectional Structural Image Evaluation, using

Normalization, of Atrophy) with scans obtained using three-dimensional T1-weighted images when

available, or with two-dimensional T1-weighted images. Volumes were normalized by head size
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progression, 78.8% had no new/enlarged T2 or Gd?

lesions, and 58.2% had no BVL in the post-index period. In

total, 37.2% of patients (n = 121/325) achieved NEDA-4

status in the post-index period (Fig. 3). Excluding Gd?

lesions from the MRI lesion criterion of NEDA-4 did not

affect the proportion of patients achieving NEDA-4 status

(37.5%; Fig. 3 of the ESM).

When patients were stratified by baseline disease

activity, a similar proportion achieved NEDA-4 status at

follow-up, irrespective of the absence or presence of

relapses (39.3 vs. 31.9%; Fig. 4a of the ESM). However,

the proportion of patients who achieved NEDA-4 status

was greater in those without vs. those with disability pro-

gression at baseline (38.8 vs. 14.3%; p = 0.0245; Fig. 4b

of the ESM), in those without vs. those with Gd? lesions at

baseline (40.1 vs. 25.8%; p = 0.0376; Fig. 4c of the ESM),

and in those who were free from active disease vs. those

who had active disease at baseline (42.4 vs. 29.9%;

p = 0.0212; Fig. 4d of the ESM).

4 Discussion

This study used quantitative MRI data collected from 33

centers and systematically analyzed them at a centralized

reading facility alongside clinical data to evaluate the

feasibility of assessing NEDA in patients receiving fin-

golimod in clinical practice. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first publication that includes BVL in the

assessment of NEDA in patients receiving fingolimod in

Table 2 Fingolimod treatment duration in the post-index period

Treatment duration ITT cohort (n = 590)

Treatment duration, months

Mean, months (SD) 18.1 (7.2)

Median, months (range) 18.4 (1.6–54.1)

Treatment duration, n (%)

B 6 months 28 (4.7)

[6 to B 12 months 82 (13.9)

[12 to B 18 months 158 (26.8)

[18 to B 24 months 235 (39.8)

[24 months 87 (14.7)

ITT intention-to-treat, SD standard deviation

Table 3 Availability of magnetic resonance imaging scans

Characteristic Index scan (n = 590) Post-index scan (n = 590)

Pulse sequence, n (%)

2D T1 470 (79.7) 446 (75.6)

3D T1 185 (31.4) 234 (39.7)

2D T1 and 3D T1 98 (16.6) 122 (20.7)

FLAIR 587 (99.5) 586 (99.3)

T1 sequence with gadolinium contrast, n (%) 558 (94.6) 542 (91.9)

Brain parenchyma volume was measured by SIENAX (cross-sectional Structural Image Evaluation, using Normalization, of Atrophy) with scans

obtained using three-dimensional T1-weighted images when available, or with two-dimensional T1-weighted images

2D two-dimensional, 3D three-dimensional, FLAIR fluid-attenuated inversion recovery
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(n = 499)

87.9
(n = 515) 76.3

(n = 447)
58.7

(n = 344)

Fig. 2 Proportion of patients

achieving the individual

components of no evidence of

disease activity (NEDA)-3 and

overall NEDA-3 status in the

post-index period (n = 586).
aPatients for whom gadolinium-

enhancing (Gd?) lesions were

not assessed in the post-index

period were assumed to have no

Gd? lesions if they had no new/

enlarged T2 lesions
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clinical practice. This study is important in that it provides

insight into the proportions of patients achieving NEDA-3

and NEDA-4 status during fingolimod treatment in clinical

practice, rather than in the experimental setting of an RCT.

In our study, higher proportions of patients achieved

NEDA-3 (58.7%) and NEDA-4 (37.2%) status over

16 months than in a post-hoc analysis of RCT data from

patients who received fingolimod treatment for 24 months

(31.0 and 19.7%, respectively) [6]. This was despite the

fact that the criterion used for disability progression was

more sensitive than that used in the post-hoc analysis of

RCT data, in which disability progression was required to

be confirmed after 6 months. Furthermore, the post-hoc

analysis of RCT data did not include Gd? lesions in the

criterion of active MRI lesions. However, excluding Gd?

from our analyses of NEDA did not impact on the pro-

portion of patients achieving NEDA status. Indeed, when

Gd? lesions were investigated in the post-hoc analysis of

RCT data, nearly every Gd? lesion was found to be rep-

resented by a new/enlarged T2 lesion [6].

Possible reasons for the difference in results between

our study and the study using pooled RCT data include the

shorter follow-up period in the present analysis vs. that of

Kappos et al. [6]; in support of this, a long-term real-world

study demonstrated that patients lose NEDA status over

time, and that this is particularly apparent in the first few

years of follow-up [25]. In addition, 71% of patients in our

study did not experience a relapse in the year before fin-

golimod initiation, whereas for inclusion in the fingolimod

phase III RCTs assessed in the post-hoc analysis, patients

were required to have at least one relapse in the previous

year. The patients included in our analysis are therefore

likely to have had lower baseline disease activity than the

patients included in the Kappos et al. post-hoc analysis,

which may have impacted on outcomes [3–5]. Differences

in patient monitoring and quantification of clinical and

MRI data between the present real-world study and the

fingolimod phase III RCTs may also have accounted for the

variation in results; this is particularly likely with regard to

MRI data, which was the major driver of NEDA-3 activity

in the post-hoc analysis of RCT data [6]. For example, in

fingolimod phase III RCTs, MRI scans were performed at

6- to 12-month intervals and captured the cumulative

number and volume of lesions over the study period [3–6].

Before fingolimod initiation, less than half of patients

experienced one or more of relapses in the year before the

index, disability progression between the pre-index and

index period, or Gd? lesions on the index MRI scan.

Patients often switch DMTs owing to disease activity [8];

however, the reason for a treatment switch was unavailable

from patients’ medical records in the present study. Mag-

netic resonance imaging activity has been shown to be a

strong predictor of switch behavior and may have caused

the patient switch in our population [26]. However, lon-

gitudinal changes in MRI outcomes over time, including

new/enlarged T2 lesions and BVL, could not be assessed at

baseline owing to a lack of availability of pre-index MRI

scans for the majority of patients in the ITT cohort [26].

Another possible explanation for low disease activity

before fingolimod initiation may be that patients switched

to fingolimod for reasons other than disease activity. Other

common reasons for switching between DMTs include a

doctor’s recommendation, perceived treatment efficacy,

adverse events and tolerability issues, and dislike of

injections or infusions [27].

The presence or absence of baseline disease activity may

affect whether patients achieve NEDA status during fin-

golimod treatment. In the present study, when patients

were stratified by baseline disease activity, the presence of

Gd? lesions and active disease significantly reduced the

proportion of patients who achieved NEDA-3 and NEDA-4

status during fingolimod treatment. The presence of dis-

ability progression at baseline significantly reduced the

proportion of patients who achieved NEDA-4, but not

NEDA-3, status during fingolimod treatment. The baseline

characteristics that affected NEDA-3 status in the present

study differ from that of a single-center real-world study,

which demonstrated that patients with more relapses or a
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higher EDSS score at baseline were at increased risk of not

achieving NEDA-3 status 2 years after fingolimod initia-

tion [23]. The difference between our study and that of

Giuliani et al. may reflect differences in the patient popu-

lations being assessed and the criteria according to which

stratification was performed. To the best of our knowledge,

no real-world studies have assessed the impact of baseline

disease activity on NEDA-4 status during fingolimod

treatment.

NEDA-3 status is being increasingly assessed in clinical

practice, including in studies of patients receiving fin-

golimod [15, 16, 21, 22, 28, 29]. In these real-world

studies, the proportion of patients who achieved NEDA-3

status over 1–2 years was generally lower than that

observed in our study [15, 16, 21, 22, 28, 29]. The largest

of these studies presented data for a cohort of 662 patients

from 11 Turkish centers who were regularly monitored for

over 2 years, and reported that a lower proportion of

patients (35%) achieved NEDA-3 status than in the present

study [16]. Variations in the patient populations being

investigated, study design, and the duration of the follow-

up period over which NEDA status was assessed may

account for some of the differences in results between the

present study and previous studies and prevent direct

comparisons between studies [15, 16, 28, 29]. Differences

in the NEDA criteria may also have accounted for some of

the variation in results. However, a limitation of the

Turkish study and other real-world studies is that defini-

tions of the individual components of NEDA-3 were not

always reported, and when definitions were provided there

was often no consensus across the studies. Furthermore, in

the majority of studies, it was unclear whether MRI data

were collected and analyzed using a standardized approach

[16].

There has been a shift in treatment goals towards

managing patients with MS using DMTs that target both

clinical and MRI measures of disease activity [7, 8, 30].

Patients achieving NEDA may have better long-term out-

comes than those with clinical or subclinical breakthrough

disease, highlighting the need for early and effective

intervention [25, 30]. A longitudinal cohort study found

that NEDA-3 status at 2 years could be used as a predictive

measure of no disease progression at 7 years [25]. How-

ever, while NEDA-3 provides comprehensive insight into

inflammatory activity in the brain, it does not account for

diffuse central nervous system damage and neurodegener-

ation [6, 8, 31]. Treatment effect on BVL has been shown

to correlate with disability progression, as well as having

predictive value for future disability, demonstrating the

importance of assessing BVL [8, 31–33]. The addition of

BVL to NEDA-3 therefore increases the stringency of the

assessment by providing a more comprehensive insight into

the underlying pathology of MS without affecting its sen-

sitivity to treatment effect [6, 8, 31, 34].

Measuring NEDA in clinical practice will necessitate

the collection of high-quality MRI data using a systematic

methodology [34]. Furthermore, BVL is not routinely

collected in clinical practice owing to methodological and

infrastructure constraints [34]. The MRI sequence most

suitable for assessing BVL—3D T1-weighted imaging—is

not routinely conducted in clinical practice, and both

Magnetic Resonance Imaging in MS (MAGNIMS) and

Consortium of MS Centers (CMSC) consensus guidelines

for the use of MRI in the diagnosis and follow-up of

patients with MS recommend this protocol only as an

optional sequence [17, 19, 20, 34]. Therefore, in the

absence of data on BVL, it will be necessary to identify a

proxy measure of brain atrophy that can be readily evalu-

ated from data collected during routine clinical practice to

assess NEDA-4.

A strength of this study is that it combined data for a large

number of patients across several MS centers in USA, sup-

porting the feasibility of a systematic evaluation of patient

data collected as part of large observational studies. Fur-

thermore, the methodological requirements for image gen-

eration and the centralized facility used for image

quantification ensured data quality. A limitation of this study

is that data were extracted from medical records, which

limited the availability of certain data, or the availability of

data for some patients if these were not recorded consistently

across MS centers. In particular, the reason for the treatment

switch to fingolimod was not available from patient medical

records, thus, it was not possible to ascertain whether patients

were switching treatment owing to disease activity, tolera-

bility issues, or for other reasons; this is a major limitation of

retrospective analysis of patient medical records. Another

limitation of the study is that changes in EDSS scores were

not required to be sustained over any period of time for

patients to be classified as having disability progression.

Patients with a temporary increase in EDSS scores (e.g.,

following a relapse) may therefore have been inaccurately

identified as having disability progression [35], which may

have resulted in the proportion of patients achieving NEDA

status being underestimated.

5 Conclusion

This retrospective multi-center analysis used robust clinical

and MRI data from MS-MRIUS to demonstrate that over

half of patients receiving fingolimod achieved NEDA-3

and over a third achieved NEDA-4 status. This study

highlights the feasibility of evaluating NEDA-3 and

NEDA-4 in clinical practice in a cohort of patients from

several centers using robust MRI data generated and
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assessed using a systematic and consistent methodology.

Future studies should evaluate the long-term prognosis of

patients who achieve NEDA status compared with those

who do not in clinical practice. Furthermore, as our

understanding of MS evolves, additional criteria may be

included in the concept of NEDA. These may include

patient-reported outcomes, which can assess the functional

domains of MS, and the timed 25-Foot Walk Test, a

measure of disability more commonly assessed in clinical

routines than EDSS scores [30].
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